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Everyone speaks of the wrongfulness of an evil act, but inexplicably 

no one is held accountable for the wrongfulness of failure to do 

good. And thus, fundamental social evils remain unresolved.

Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (1871–1944)
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I Kingston Wales
Child Smuggling

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faithless

Faithless are a British electronica band consisting of Maxi Jazz, Sister Bliss and Rollo.  
The group is best known for their dance songs ("Salva Mea", "Insomnia", "God Is a DJ" 
and "We Come 1"). As a Soka Gakkai Buddhist, Maxi's strong beliefs and the band's 
own strong individual beliefs, contrast with the name 'Faithless', which was chosen 
during the writing of the song "Salva Mea". 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faithless


Subject: ill start again with more time please

‘hello again. sorry about the rushed mail earlier, ive been locked out of my mailbox for ages.’

i witnessed him abuse <son> after he came up behind me in the street where id gone to see my freind after appearing in 
my street and the town of his own accord and after finding out my friends address from my __________ many months 
earlier who said he wanted to post me something. that never arrived but an old man turned up asking my friends seven 
year old where i was..and it started.’ 

i decided not to go the police immediately with my child who would be evidence as the met policeman in <family home 
town> told me when i was thrown out of my parents house and asked for their aid, that my __________ was dangerous 
and even if something serious happened to either of us in the future it would be unwise without much more protection 
to go up in court against him. The problem arose when i reported him later a month after the assault, but instead of being 
beleived and supported they took us to the hospital for his checks then removed him claiming i was delusional, suicidal, 
neglectful (he had some bruises) and unable to be a parent while insisting if i didnt sign a voluntery section 20 they would 
call the men in white coats. 

there is not way the universe will allow <son> to endure the years i did

Introduction

‘Disclosure Email’ (Extracts of 1,888 words single paragraph)

24/05/2012 20.47: ‘its so a persecution from the authorities i am taking it as proof of practice. phycologist on the 7th 
june and then the shrink again, then final court on 10th september.’

24/05/2012 11.16: ‘i have been through seven months now and they are still not able to beleive i was not delusional 
and imagioning the crime..<X> has sexually assaulted my child in the bottom ok..’

Source: Kurz, R. (2016). ‘Twice Exceptional’ Individuals - Safeguarding against Re-victimisation. Paper at 

the 10th International Conference of the British Dyslexia Association (BDA). Oxford, UK.
http://www.bps.org.uk/networks-and-communities/member-microsite/division-occupational-psychology/science-practice

Kingston-upon-Thames
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Kingston
Rogue Copper

Ryan Coleman-Farrow jailed for faking rape case records

Coleman-Farrow pleaded guilty to 13 counts of misconduct.

A former Metropolitan Police detective constable who specialised in rape cases has been sentenced to 
16 months in prison for faking police records. Ryan Coleman-Farrow, 30, from East Sussex, admitted 13 
counts of misconduct in a public office, at Southwark Crown Court in September.

He failed to investigate rape and sexual assault cases and falsified entries on a police computer system. 
The convictions relate to 10 rape cases and three sex assault cases. The 13 cases included a 96-year-old 
woman who witnesses said had been raped, a 49-year-old severely brain damaged care home resident 
who alleged she was raped by a member of staff, two 15-year-old girls, a 14-year-old schoolboy, and a 
vulnerable woman patient at a specialist unit for sexual abuse.

The offences he should have investigated were committed between January 2007 and September 2010, 
while he was an officer at Kingston-upon-Thames, south-west London, working for Scotland Yard's 
specialist Sapphire unit.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-19906619

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-19906619
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Kingston 
Shenanigans
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Kingston Police
Officer Manipulation

She went to Kingston police station on 7th September 2010 at about 10pm to request emergency accommodation arrangements for 

the night. The duty police officer interviewed her in the public area for about 40 minutes. The following facts (established across 

approximately four occasions) comprehensively describe the content of the ‘clandestine’ police briefing:

1. The police officer reportedly said ‘We know your ______. He is a dangerous man.’

2. ‘We know about the baby at 13/14.’

3. ‘We suspect he killed one of our officers. An officer wanted to talk informally to your ______ without informing his colleagues or 

superiors or writing it down. A few days later he was found dead in his car at Wimbledon Common – it was made to look like a traffic 

accident.’ 

3. ‘We just do not know what exactly he is up to. He seems to be part of a Cartel. He seems to have links to the IRA and the Mafia.‘

4. ‘We may need to take you into a witness protection program. For that reason it is better if you do NOT form close relationships.’

5. ‘As part of the witness protection program we may take you abroad e.g. to Australia. We would completely break down your 

personality and mould you into a different person.’

6. The police officer referred to a couple that was found dead indicating that police think the ___________ may have been involved in 

their death. When <Mother> asked ‘So what about the baby?’ the police officer showed (or feigned) surprise – implying police did not 

know that they had a baby – that must have disappeared. 

7. If your child is attacked we want you to wait 4 weeks or 1 month before you report the attack.

8. <Mother> asked for clarification whether 4 weeks OR 1 month with the police officer responding ‘It does not matter when exactly as 

injuries will have healed by then’. <Mother> decided to ‘program’ herself to report after exactly one month.

…

Excerpt of ‘Third Party Crime Witness Report Allegations’ submitted to:
Surrey Police 19th August 2015
Wiltshire Police Mon 20/02/2017 23:03
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4240690/Sir-Edward-Heath-accusers-claim-parents-ran-sex-cult.html

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4240690/Sir-Edward-Heath-accusers-claim-parents-ran-sex-cult.html
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Extraordinary
Album

05/01/2010 Cradle Cap 

GP Recommendation: Spain!

Subject: RE: Photo Album !
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2012 00:15:47 +0000 
you were right, im blown away. ive corrected a slide with the date 
2012 where it was 2011 in september towards the end on the bed! i
simply think thats a beautiful beautiful present and maybe a new 
form of therapy? you have such an eye for detail and are very 
truthful and accurate, truly i can see what absolute care and respect 
and devotion you have at your disposal towards children and am so 
privaledged that we have the slides all of a sudden. total new one for 
me and really something you can be proud of too there. hot stuff. 
many many thanks rainer. i feel quite a bit happier. 
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Defamatory calls to police e.g.:
• ‘I saw her shop lifting’
• ‘There was a girl crying in the field’

Defamatory calls to social services e.g.:
• ‘Neglecting child’
• ‘Concerns about mental health’

Physical threats e.g.:
• Driving up the pavement
• Trying to wrestle buggy off mother

Enlisting members of the public / co-conspirators e.g.:
• ‘A rich benefactor would like to pay for the schooling of your child’
• ‘Yes. She is on the bus – she is carrying, ahem, a buggy’
• ‘She is feeding dog food to her child’ 

Stalking & 
Defamation

(police incident record)
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Police Evidence
Ignored
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Inadequate 
Psychs

Clinical Psychologist Interview

The advocate was informed that a young 

mother had a ‘final’ interview in a ‘Family 

Court’ process triggered by her attempt to 

report a sexual assault on her toddler. 

Police, Social Services and several 

Psychiatrists had dismissed the mothers 

account that she had been instructed by 

police officers to delay reporting of any 

sexual assault by several weeks (ostensibly 

to facilitate an ‘Undercover Police 

Operation’ to nail the perpetrator for life). 

The Clinical Psychologist generously 

permitted the advocate to observe the 2.5 

session where the mother was clear and 

coherent throughout indicating sexual 

abuse from birth to age 20 and describing 

being sexually abuses by a downstairs 

neighbour. The assault on her toddler was 

not covered. A few weeks later the mother 

disclosed that she had a baby at 13/14 that 

‘disappeared’. This incident (which was 

disclosed at the outset of the case) was not 

covered in the interview either.

NHS Psychiatrist Compromise? 

At the first support visit the mother made 
disconcerting disclosures that suggested 
the operation of an Organised Ritual Crime 
Abuse Network (ORCAN) shielded by 
‘professionals’ in positions of authority. On 
a further visit the mother opened up about 
the first Psychiatrist she was made to see 
who tried to ‘section’ her. In the presence 
of another Psychiatrist and two social 
workers at her home he reportedly made 
self-incriminating statements:

• I have been outside your family’s house.
• I know your parents are into devil 

worship.
• It is nearly impossible to escape such a 

cult.
• I was told 'a baby is coming’.
• I was asked by a friend in the senior civil 

service to diagnose you as 
‘schizophrenic, schizoid and paranoid’. I 
know this is not the correct diagnosis but 
I will do as I am told.

• Do not expect me to remember that I 
said this, or that I would remember this 
in court.

Misconduct & Ethics 

The Legal Aid funded solicitor of the 

mother refused to challenge the reports 

of the mental health professionals and 

concealed medical as well as police 

records supporting the mother’s 

account. A Deputy Leader of the Council 

agreed to a meeting with the advocate 

but then withdrew on the advice of the 

Legal Department. The presiding judge 

failed to take receipt of a statement 

from another Clinical Psychologist 

attesting ‘severe childhood trauma’.

Against this background the advocate 

felt obliged by the BPS Code of Ethics to 

raise concerns about the ‘professionals’. 

He also initiated communication with 

the line manager of the Psychiatrist 

even offering an opportunity to arrange 

attendance at one of the childhood 

trauma disclosure sessions. The medical 

director acknowledged receipt of the 

email but did not engage with the 

subject matter.https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722744_FALSE_MEMORIES_FALSE_INNOCENCE_BELIEF_SYNDROME_FIBS_AND_MIND_CONTROL

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722744_FALSE_MEMORIES_FALSE_INNOCENCE_BELIEF_SYNDROME_FIBS_AND_MIND_CONTROL
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Inaction of 
Legal Aid Solicitor
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Dear Dr Kurz

Further to your request for a meeting on Monday, 12 November, I have sought advice 
and have been informed that proceedings in relation to this case are being heard by a 
judge at Court. Consequently, within my position as Deputy Leader, I am 
not able to become involved with individual cases where the situation is being managed 
in a court arena. The only advice I can give is that you make your own representation to 
the court and thereby allow the judge to decide whether he wishes to hear your 
representation.

I am therefore unable to meet with you as arranged on Monday, 12 November 2012 at 
9.30am.

Yours sincerely

Cllr 
Deputy Leader

Deputy Council 
Leader Interaction

http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/south-wales-news/bridgend-maesteg/2010/12/30/police-find-woman-s-

body-in-river-days-after-christmas-weekend-91466-27904340/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-12314741

http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/south-wales-news/bridgend-maesteg/2010/12/30/police-find-woman-s-body-in-river-days-after-christmas-weekend-91466-27904340/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-12314741
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-12314741

http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/south-wales-news/bridgend-maesteg/2010/12/30/police-find-woman-s-body-in-river-days-after-christmas-weekend-91466-27904340/

The spokeswoman said investigations were continuing but said there are not 
believed to be any suspicious circumstances surrounding the death.

https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/suspected-arson-murder.pdf

In between these 

two incidents the 

godmother of the 

toddler was found 

dead in her burnt 

out house across the 

Irish sea.

Welsh Valleys

Crowd Investigation

Any info to: Ichinendaimoku@gmail.com

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722663_BRIDGEND_%27BEBO%27_SUICIDES_AND_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_IN_WALES

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-12314741
http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/south-wales-news/bridgend-maesteg/2010/12/30/police-find-woman-s-body-in-river-days-after-christmas-weekend-91466-27904340/
https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/suspected-arson-murder.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722663_BRIDGEND_'BEBO'_SUICIDES_AND_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_IN_WALES
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Extract 2: In a medical sense the term delusion simply does not apply:
‘A delusion is a belief held with strong conviction despite superior evidence to the 
contrary’. No other ‘delusions’ have been established. Even if the rape was taken as a 
delusion it should be classed as a ‘brief psychotic disorder’. By common sense 
standards the diagnosis of Schizophrenia seems unwarranted.

Witness Statement
Concealed (23 pp.)!

Extract 3: …Paranoia…Thought disorder scale scores are likely to be elevated due to 
Bona Fide ‘Dissociative Identity Disorder’ symptoms – a condition brought about by 
severe sexual abuse in early childhood. The episode where she was locked out by her 
_____ to be abused by the downstairs neighbour was covered in the Clinical 
Psychologist interview that I witnessed – apparently this most severe of allegations in 
the whole interview has been _____________________!!! Another influence leading 
to elevated scores on such a scale would be the numerous harassments she 
experienced – several of which are apparently documented in the police files.

Extract 1: Not a single one of the above apply to <Mother> when dealing with friends 
or the public! Understandably due to the history of abuse she does not fancy 
interaction with her parents or County officials that act in a domineering manner that 
remind her of her parents. <Mother> just prefers to stay clear of her abusive parents, 
their agents and any others colluding with them. Basically – by common sense 
standards the diagnosis of Schizoid seems unwarranted.
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Relevant 
Literature

Miller, Alison (2012). Healing the 
Unimaginable: Treating Ritual Abuse 
and Mind Control. Karnac: London.

Epstein, O. B., Schwartz, J. & 
Schwartz, R. W. (2011). Ritual 
abuse and mind control. Karnac: 
London.

Female Survivor Account:

‘These were special shows and I 
remember one of many shows 
that I was involved with…I had 
been primed – I was probably 
eight at the time – to have sex 
with a boy who was around the 
same age as me, who was 
absolutely petrified.’ (p. 145).

Male Survivor Account: 

‘Sobbing, Bruce told me about 
his hellish Christmas, memories 
around the sacrifice of his little 
baby brother and how they 
threatened that they would kill 
his younger sibling if he would 
not slash the baby’s throat.’ (p. 
161)
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6. Since the last Hearing, it has been possible with the relentless efforts of Rainer Kurz, Chartered psychologist, to enlist 
the support of a number of highly regarded experts in this field, who together are now able to establish that any assertion to the 
effect that the mother is suffering from delusional behaviour is not only insulting but totally untrue.

7. It is clear from my lengthy discussions with the mother that she has throughout her childhood and into her teenage 
years been subjected to the most grievous and relentless sexual abuse with in her own family. She was for many years a prisoner in 
her own home where ritual abuse was perpetrated and aided by a systematic cover up, culminating in a Court case underpinning 
the cover up by suggesting that it was, in effect, all in this young lady’s imagination.

8. As to her present whereabouts, I can only speculate but I am aware, having spoken to her at great length, how terrified
she is of the authorities, including the police, who, it appears certain, have been party to this cover up.

9. This is a hugely important case involving a child separated from a loving mother for absolutely no reason. Though 
fallacious arguments were raised initially, it was accepted as a fact that she was not negligent in her care of her son and spurious 
allegations of that nature were disproven. The only issue that arose was whether the mother was well, or not. In so far as the 
mother might be termed unwell, she may well be affected by this protracted, vicious assault upon her, but this has never rendered 
her incapable of looking after her son. To suggest otherwise, and indeed to assert that she is imagining her abuse is to cause the 
most damage of all. I am entirely satisfied as are a number of experts consulted that the mother has been ritually, sexually, and 
consistently abused by her own family members and others, with their blessing and encouragement.

10. I have been involved in the legal profession for over 30 years but have never witnessed a case of such public and 
disturbing importance. These allegations are not made in response to the public outcry following the Saville matters. These matters 
were raised well in advance and are wholly genuine. I have a public duty to ensure that this child is not adopted and that these fresh 
matters are aired publicly and urgently. Their disclosure is of paramount importance in protecting both mother and child and 
enabling mother to at last be heard.

‘Forced Adoption’
Opposition (Excerpts)
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II Psych Assessment
& Discourse of Disbelief

Talking Heads: Psycho Killer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O52jAYa4Pm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O52jAYa4Pm8
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1 PhD:
• Kurz (2000). The Facets of Occupational Testing: General Reasoning Ability, 

Residual Aptitudes & Speed-Accuracy Balance.

2 Book Chapters:
• Kurz, R. & Bartram, D. (2002). Competency and individual performance: Modelling 

the world of work. 
• Kurz, R. Saville, P. & MacIver R. (2008). Coaching using Saville Consulting Wave.

3 Roles:
• Occupational Psychologist at Assessment Consultancies since 1990
• Member of the BPS Committee on Test Standards (CTS) since 2012
• Science & Practice Convener of BPS DOP since 2016

4 Years Abuse Case Investigation 

5 Posters on abuse and misdiagnosis at each European Psychiatry Association (EPA)  
Congress in 2014, 2016 and 2017 plus papers at ESTD (2014), ABP (2014), TPF 
(2015) and ‘Children screaming to be heard’ (2016) conferences 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Rainer_Kurz2

Background
Credentials

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Rainer_Kurz2
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Evaluating Expert Witness Psychological Reports: Exploring Quality

http://www.ccats.org.uk/images/Expert%20Witness.pdf

‘Dubious 'experts' are paid to tear families apart

A new report condemns the shoddy standards of psychologists' reports in our family courts. ‘

A study by Professor Jane Ireland, a forensic psychologist, for the Family Justice 
Council examined 126 psychological reports trawled at random from family court 
documents. It found that two thirds of them were “poor” or “very poor” in quality

‘Another woman was found by a psychologist to be “a competent mother” – so the social 
workers went to a second witness, who found the same. They then commissioned a third, who 
at last came up with what they wanted: that the mother had, again, “a borderline personality 
disorder”. On that basis, her three children were sent for adoption.’

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE

McDowall (2015): Bad Apples, Bad Barrels, Bad Cases

Prof. Jane Ireland

http://www.ccats.org.uk/images/Expert Witness.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE
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Three privately organised 

Disclosure Sessions 

Autumn  2012 (video-

recorded)

Three Disclosure 

Sessions Summer 2013 

covering two ‘Index 

Incidents’ (video-

recorded)

In formal PTSD (Post-

traumatic Stress 

Disorder) assessment 

session mother rattled off 

67 traumas in 10 minutes 

Trauma

Psychologist

1h session re. 2 Index 

Incidents Summer 2013 

(audio-recorded)



Profile of case 

Tests Used : WRIT, WRAT, CTOPP*, WRAMAL 2, DASH 
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MCMI Failings 

Rogers, R. Salekin, R. T., & Sewell, K. W. (1999). Validation of 

the Millon Multiaxial Inventory for Axis II disorders: Does it 

meet the Daubert standard? Law and Human Behavior, 23, 

425–443.

Rogers, R. Salekin, R. T., & Sewell, K. W. (2000). The MCMI-III 

and the Daubert Standard: Separating Rhetoric from Reality 

Law and Human Behavior, 24, 501–506.

‘The most judicious course of action is to consider the Millon et 

al. (1997) study to be fatally flawed. It is noteworthy that none 

of the three alternatives justifies the use of the MCMI-III in 

forensic cases. In closing, we reaffirm the conclusions

of Rogers et al. (1999): ‘‘The MCMI-III does not appear to 

reach Daubert’s threshold for scientific validity with respect to 

criterion-related or construct validity’’ (p. 438). Despite Dyer 

and McCann’s (2000) spirited defense, fundamental issues 

regarding validation (construct, criterion-related, and content), 

forensic applications, and unacceptable error rate argue 

against the use of its Axis II interpretations as scientific

evidence.’

http://youtu.be/YYX2tsqAU-8

Dr Lorandos cross-examines hapless 

Psychiatrist - accusing him of 

‘misinforming and misdirecting the 

proceedings’- finding MCMI-III ‘markedly 

deficient on Construct and Criterion-

related validity evidence’ quoting Rogers 

et al. (1999). 

http://youtu.be/YYX2tsqAU-8
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MCMI-III

 Base Rate cut-offs:

 60 Median

 75 Significance

 85 Prominence

 ‘General Factor of 

Demoralisation’ (MMPI2) 

low as indicated by the 

orange vertical line

 Low scores on Schizoid, 

Depressive, Histrionic, 

Borderline, Anxiety, 

Somatoform, Thought 

Disorder

 Abuse Survivor

 Stalking 

 Crime Report

 Misdiagnosis

Most healthy 

adults appear 

‘Narcissistic’‘

‘Inter-

generational 

abuse’ 

&

‘Stalking’ 

victims

appear ‘Paranoid’ 

& ‘Delusional’
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Toddler Assault in
Cul-de-Sac

‘I fairly regularly visited the friend who I had been staying with. On the way I 
once noticed a man in front of me who then disappeared out of sight. When I 
took my child out of the buggy the Stalker grabbed my child and sexually 
abused _____. I was terrified. 

I reacted instinctively as follows:

• I tried to minimise the risk of abduction
• I tried to minimise the risk of the _____ being suddenly dropped
• I tried to minimise the risk of injury
• I looked towards the house of my friend to avoid eye contact

The incident felt like a nightmare but later on I found various indications that 
this was not just a bad dream or hallucination.’

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_April_Jones
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Toddler Rape -
Why?

Why rape a boy who just turned 2 years in broad day light in a Cul-de-sac?

1. ’Handy’ (weight-wise)

2. Cannot properly talk

3. Kickstart ‘Child Snatching’ process due to ‘unbelievable’ nature of assault

4. Destroy protective mother’s reputation through Psychs

5. Trigger dissociation (search ‘rape dissociation third eye’ ) or read:

http://henrymakow.com/2016/06/Sodomy-key-to-Mind-Control.html

Sodomy is extremely important to the _____ Lodge because … you get his power. It's just that simple and this elementary principle has been followed for 
millennia by the Greeks, the Romans, the Fascists and left-hand path initiates. In its highest ranks even British Intelligence uses the back passage.

When initiating children, the _____ Lodge maintains: the younger the better, for a number of reasons … The key is in the trauma: the complete destruction of 
the inner spirit. Then at the propitious moment the child's third eye is opened so as to completely resocialize them and open their psychic abilities.

Sodomy is Satan's sex or Satan's new birth of the child. I don't believe anybody can become fully illuminated unless they have been sodomized at around three 
years of age. If they wait to touch that person until they're ten, twelve, fifteen years old, they will never be fully illuminated because you can't open the third 
eye after about five or six years of age.

‘Because he 

had been 

abused himself’ ‘Because he could’

http://henrymakow.com/2016/06/Sodomy-key-to-Mind-Control.html
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HCPC
Fitness?

In the vicinity of Ms __________ 

the following three ‘mysterious’ 

death occurred in the space of 12 

months before the attack on the 

_____:

1. A close friend of the child’s 

nursery teacher was found dead 

__________, and _____________ 

nearby went up in flames a few 

weeks later

2. The god-______ of the boy died 

when ____ house burned down

3. The half-brother’s wife died 

unexpectedly  

Criminal intentions to pervert the 

course of justice can hence not be 

ruled out. 

Concern did not meet the HCPC  ‘Standards of Acceptance’

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE
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Dissociation 
Specialist
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Royal Court of 
Justice Fraud

Dear Sir/Madame 21 May 2013 at 22:17

I attempted today to submit a 188 page Judicial Review application at the Royal Court of Justice regarding 'Forced 

Adoption' Order _______ issued by your court on 22nd February 2013. I contacted your personal support unit to ask for 

the name of the director, president or leader of your institution but was told that such a role does not exit. 

I paid for and received a stamp for the application as per attachment. However the RCJ Administration Office refused to 

accept the three folders that I had prepared. Why? I was told that the issuing place (i.e. ________ County Court) would 

be the only place where submission of this Judicial Review application is permitted - which seems to defeat the purpose 

of this remedy as the shortcomings were exactly at this institution - as well as the County Borough Council concerned.

I would like to apply for an extension of another 3 months to prepare a Judicial Review application to be submitted to 

your institution, or preferably somewhere else that is 'permitted'. Alternatively I would be open to explore other remedies 

e.g, I have been told that it may be possible to submit an 'out-of-time-appeal'. 

The original appeal time line of six weeks could not be met as the ruling transcript had not arrived by that time. I would 

be delighted to receive some guidance from the presiding judge. I would also be willing to make representations in 

person e.g. next week Wednesday, Thursday or Friday around lunch time, or on the phone.

I am looking forward to your response.

Best regards, Dr Rainer H. Kurz

?

No reply from County Court and Council - when preparing to 

challenge the RCJ clerk in order to lodge a complaint a volunteer 

phoned around and established that the advice was wrong and 

urged resubmission (without creating a fuss)
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The DSM-V definition (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013, p. 819) remains identical to 

the DSM-III (p. 765) and DSM-IV-TR (p.821):

delusion a false belief based on incorrect 

inference about external reality that is firmly 

sustained despite what almost everyone 

beliefs and despite what constitutes 

incontrovertible and obvious proof or evidence 

to the contrary. 

A recent UK court custody case quoted ‘Blacks 

Medical Dictionary’ (Marcovitch, 2010):

‘Delusions An irrational and usually unshakeable 

belief peculiar to some individual. They fail to 

respond to reasonable argument and the delusion 

is often paranoid in character with a belief that a 

person or persona is/are persecuting them. The 

existence of a delusion, of such a nature as to 

seriously influence conduct, is one of the most 

important signs in reaching a decision to arrange 

for the compulsory admission of the patient to 

hospital for observation. (See Mental Illness).’

Delusion
Definition

A Google Search on 

18/01/2014 did not result in 

a single entry that quotes 

the first definition sentence 

of Black’s Medical 

Dictionary.

A Google Search on 18/01/2014 brought up 

154 entries that quote literally this first DSM 

Delusion definition sentence.

Source: Kurz (2015). Politics and the 

Psychology of Abuse and Cover-up
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III ORCAN

Organised
Ritual 
Crime
Abuse
Network
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Crime Map etc. submitted to:

1. Royal Court of Justice

2. New Scotland Yard

3. SW London Child Abuse Team

4. Surrey Police

5. NHS Clinic

6. Welsh Council

7. Police Force in Wales

8. Police Force in Ireland

9. Operation Midland

10. Operation Conifer (Mike Veal 

@ Wiltshire Police)

All institutions got ‘excuses’ and  

continue to deflect their statutory 

obligations for public safety! 
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Operation
Midland

Tue 07/06/2016 15:22

Dear Dr Kurz

Unfortunately at this time I am unable to provide to you the TOR for Op Midland. These are for MPS knowledge only, to 
allow us to investigate relevant information. It maybe in due course they will become public knowledge but not at this 
time.

I cannot provide you with the details for CRIS 0405609/13. This is a private matter between the complainant and the 
police. If you have further information regarding a crime then you can of course make another third party allegation to 
the correct force area. If you have a complaint about the way police dealt with this allegation I suggest that your best 
course of action is to report to the local force. If you preferred to make an allegation to the IPCC they will then forward 
to the relevant force area.

With regards to an alleged linked series of murders I cannot see that there is anything at this stage to link those 
crimes. If you have a complaint about the way they have been investigated then I think the best way would be to go to 
the correct force area or the IPCC who will do this for you.

The same applies to the other allegations in respect of the Kingston Police officer and Edward Heath.

I can see that you have a considerable number of grievances with the way that a number of police forces have dealt 
with differing allegations. Op Midland is not the best way to deal with this. We have logged all your information, but at 
this time as stated none falls within the TOR for Op Midland.

Kind regards
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Operation
Conifer

Sent: 01 November 2016

Dear ______ ________

It was a pleasure talking to you earlier today. Please find attached the ‘leaked’ document seemingly prepared by Psychiatrist Dr Joan 
Coleman. For ease of reference I also attach the .xls file on which I based the two most relevant EPA conference posters (content copied 
from an occult network site including some comments publicly identifying Joan Coleman as the author).

I also attach the Nuremberg posters which give a succinct account of the main case I am investigating one of which has two URL links 
embedded:

Extreme Abuse Dossier (the last few pages of which probably tally with one of the documents you had) which were a subset of a Judicial 
Review submission (thwarted through fraudulent action of Royal Court of Justice staff!):

https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/ead-version-10-09-2013.pdf

Part-redacted report on the suspected Arson-Murder:

https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/suspected-arson-murder.pdf

The suspected serial abuser, rapist, arsonist and murderer lives in Kingston upon Thames 3 miles from my home.

I got various reports and other materials to back my allegations. If done for Arson-Murder the guy (and his wife!) may ‘sing’ about all 
sorts of things.

Happy (?) Reading!

Rainer

https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/ead-version-10-09-2013.pdf
https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/suspected-arson-murder.pdf
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ORCAN

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/298350337_THE_SATANIST_CULT_OF_TED_HEATH_ETHICAL_IMPLICATIONS_OF_AUTHORITY_COMPROMISE

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723173_FROM_HAMPSTEAD_TO_NORWICH_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_OR_COACHING

https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/richie-allen-show-radio-interview-ritual-violence-child-smuggling/

https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/patsies-made-in-austria-the-kingston-terminator/comment-page-1/#comment-33

https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/richie-allen-show-radio-interview-ritual-violence-child-smuggling/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723173_FROM_HAMPSTEAD_TO_NORWICH_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_OR_COACHING
https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/richie-allen-show-radio-interview-ritual-violence-child-smuggling/
https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/patsies-made-in-austria-the-kingston-terminator/comment-page-1/#comment-33
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Consultant 
Psychiatrist
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Psychologist & 
Psychotherapist

It is our conclusion, in relation to the initial questions posed that the following is the 

case:

1) That, at the time of this assessment, Ms _________fulfills diagnostic criteria 

for complex Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (moderate-severe) with dissociative traits. 

She does not fulfill diagnostic criteria for Schizophrenia or for Schizoid Personality 

Disorder.  We consider it likely that her unusual beliefs due to religious and cultural 

factors together with substantive post-traumatic avoidance and denial have been 

misrepresented as psychotic symptoms in some previous assessments.

2) That Ms _________’s self-report of her own abusive history is highly likely to 

be correct and indeed, her experienced childhood abuse is likely to be even more 

severe than she reports it to be given her current levels of post-traumatic denial and 

disavowal. 

6) We consider that, if the above assertions are proven to be the case, that the 

impact on Ms ________of being recurrently questioned and disbelieved by the Police 

authorities and by a range of mental health professionals is likely to have been 
considerably re-traumatising and to have affected her mental health significantly.
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How do these artefacts relate?

Puzzle
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House owner found in hallway ‘on top of roof tiles’

House Fire

(with broken legs and broken arm)
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Low Alpha, High Beta?

Field Dependence
Test
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1. House owner found ‘on top of roof tiles’ in January 2011
2. At least three officers and 2 fire crews attended the scene
3. Autopsy found that the deceased had broken legs and broken arm
4. Autopsy found that the deceased died of smoke inhalation
5. Authorities refused to order disclosure of Gmail traffic
6. Coroner returned ‘Open Verdict’
7. Half a dozen attempts for proper investigation rebuffed
8. Politicians, RCJ, charities, mental health professionals fail to act
9. Coroner informed via solicitor on Halloween 2014:

• Suspicion of ‘Arson Murder’
• Motive
• ‘Organised Crime’ circumstances 
• Name and address of suspect deposited with solicitor

10.As of 30th March 2017 artefacts remain dispersed across multiple 
locations unsecured and unexamined – no meaningful action 
observed  – a ‘cover up’?

Disclaimer
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1. Misdirect target to delay child sexual abuse reporting until injuries 
cannot be proven

2. ‘Bump off’ individuals who may scupper plan
3. Orchestrate stalking and defamation campaign to:

• Get to know target and target environment
• Intimidate and traumatise target
• Condition target into ‘freeze’ response
• Set up authority representatives to be ready to ‘pounce’
• Facilitate ‘delusional & paranoid’ false diagnosis

4. Carry out ‘unbelievable’ assault  
5. Prime ‘professionals’ (associates)
6. Wait for target to attempt a police crime report 
7. Suffocate the truth

N>36 ‘professionals’ failed to discharge their duties appropriately 
• How many are simply ‘performing inadequately’?
• How many are ‘compromised’?

Child Smuggling


